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1. Introduction: Water Crises, SDGs, and SocioHydrology {#wrcr24091-sec-0001}
=======================================================

In the Anthropocene era, increasing attention is given in hydrologic science and water management to notions of *nonstationarity* (e.g., *stationarity is dead*; Milly et al., [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}) and *change* (e.g., *hydrology for a changing world*; Wagener et al., [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0248){ref-type="ref"}). Yet, in the context of human influences on climate and hydrology, neither nonstationarity nor change is new. As early as 2,500 years ago, the pre‐Socratic Greek philosopher Heraclitus (circa 535--475 BCE) gained prominence for his emphasis on change as the fundamental essence of the universe. To express the concept that *nothing is permanent except change*, Heraclitus metaphorically referred to the change in the symbiotic relationship between water and people using the words *No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it\'s not the same river and he\'s not the same man*.

The prescient insight of Heraclitus can equally well serve as a metaphor for many of the water‐related issues humanity is currently facing worldwide. Millions of people around the world are affected by water crises manifesting at different scales, such as increasing drought severity and flood risk, groundwater depletion, ecological degradation, poor sanitation, water pollution, and its impact on human health (Srinivasan et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"}). A survey among water experts was recently carried out by the International Association of Hydrological Sciences (IAHS) to identify global hot spots of water crises (Figure [1](#wrcr24091-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The results of the survey highlighted that most water crises are understood by experts as the result of lack of understanding, or neglect, of wider, economic, and socio‐cultural perspectives (by scientists, policy makers, and water resource managers). This supports the case that the global water crisis is a governance crisis and thus political, economic, and cultural in nature (Castro, [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}).

![Global hot spots of water crises identified by the IAHS Panta Rhei survey across water scientists and experts. The figure shows the social, technical, and hydrological factors identified by the respondents as main drivers of the six types of water crises around the world. IAHS = International Association of Hydrological Sciences.](WRCR-55-6327-g001){#wrcr24091-fig-0001}

In the spirit of Heraclitus, therefore, the water crises can be deemed the intended and/or unintended consequences of long‐term changes (i.e., slow evolution) of social norms and values (or, more broadly, culture), ideology or political systems, which are not typically anticipated or accounted for in coping with water‐related issues. It is for this reason, and inspired by Heraclitus himself, that the global, decadal (2013--2022) initiative of the IAHS was titled Panta Rhei‐Everything Flows (McMillan et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"}; Montanari et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"}) and focuses on change in *both hydrology and society*.

Sociohydrology engages with these principles (Sivapalan et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0211){ref-type="ref"}, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0210){ref-type="ref"}), by examining the outcomes of water management and governance processes, that is, both *successes* and *failures*, themselves as subjects of scientific study. Sociohydrology studies the two‐way feedbacks between human and water systems that result in a wide range of *phenomena* that arise in different places around the world and in different contexts (Di Baldassarre et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Gober & Wheater, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}; Pande & Savenije, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"}; Sivapalan & Blöschl, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0209){ref-type="ref"}; Srinivasan, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0213){ref-type="ref"}; Srinivasan et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"}; Troy, Pavao‐Zuckerman, & Evans, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0227){ref-type="ref"}).

Work in sociohydrology has built upon a long history of work in three related fields. The first (1) is water resources systems (WRS) analysis that started with the Harvard Water Program in the 1960s (Brown et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Kasprzyk et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}) where the focus has mainly been on decision support by following a normative (optimization) route. The second (2) is integrated water resources management (IWRM), which was introduced in the 1990s and was more geared to actual implementation (Global Water Partnership, [2009](#wrcr24091-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}) by (i) involving integration across the entire hydrological cycle; (ii) accommodating different water users and including engineering, economic, social, ecological, and legal aspects; while (iii) accounting for multiple spatial scales, such as upstream/downstream perspectives. The third (3) is the more recent development of interdisciplinary frameworks exploring the mutual shaping of society and nature (including water), such as social‐ecological systems, coupled human‐nature systems, and complex systems science (e.g., Adger, [2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Cosens et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Folke, [2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Folke et al., [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}; Gohari et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Liu et al., [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}; Loucks, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}; Ostrom, [2009](#wrcr24091-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"}; Walker et al., [2004](#wrcr24091-bib-0249){ref-type="ref"}; Werner & McNamara, [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0254){ref-type="ref"}).

While building on these fields, sociohydrology is different from them. WRS (1) analysis is focused on optimization. The goal is to combine hydrology and economics to design and operate *optimal infrastructure projects*. In contrast, the focus of sociohydrology is on *understanding why* certain water management outcomes arise rather than proposing actual management solutions. Similarly, IWRM (2) prescribes how to manage water resources in specific contexts, while sociohydrology analyzes actual water management processes and outcomes to develop generalizable understanding. Unlike social‐ecological systems and coupled human‐nature systems (3), sociohydrology has a more explicit focus on water, and on the specifics of the hydrologic cycle in space and time (Konar et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}), including the role of water infrastructure (Di Baldassarre, Kemerink, et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre, Kreibich, et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Over the past 6 years, sociohydrology has pursued understanding of several classes of emergent phenomena, which are actual outcomes, paradoxical dynamics, or unintended consequences that arise from water management in the context of human‐flood, human‐drought, and human‐environment interactions (Pande & Sivapalan, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"}; Sivapalan & Blöschl, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0209){ref-type="ref"}).

This paper argues that the development of generalized understanding of socio‐hydrological phenomena has an important role to play in informing policy processes and in assisting communities, governments, civil society organizations, and private actors as they mobilize to meet the United Nations Agenda 2030 and its Sustainable Development Goals, hereafter SDGs (United Nations, UN, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0239){ref-type="ref"}). The SDGs represent an ambitious blueprint to achieve a sustainable future for humanity, and address global challenges related to, among others, poverty, inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, and water (Death & Gabay, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Fukuda‐Parr, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). Achieving the SDGs is urgent, and 193 nations have committed to meet the targets set by the United Nations by 2030. The SDG 6, *ensuring availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all* is probably the greatest challenge we face in water resources management (UN Water, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"}). However, water plays a key role in several of the other SDGs as well and, therefore, water management must account for these multiple interrelated objectives (either in synergy or in conflict), not just focusing on clean water and sanitation. SDG 6 (and other related SDGs) is strongly committed to the IWRM paradigm (UN Water, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0232){ref-type="ref"}). This, it is argued, requires governments *to consider how water resources link different parts of society and how decisions in one sector may affect water users in other sectors*, as well as to adopt a participatory and inclusive approach by involving *all actors and stakeholders, from all levels, who use and potentially pollute water, so that it is managed equitably and sustainably*. (UN Water, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"}).

Meeting the UN SDGs is, however, not straightforward. The targets set by the different SDGs are interrelated (UN Water, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"}), and they are sometimes fuzzy, contradictory, or challenging to implement (Sultana, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0219){ref-type="ref"}). For example, efforts to achieve the targets for clean water and sanitation can have unintended consequences on food and energy security and can contribute to environmental degradation. In the backdrop of these challenges, much of the current water management practice is still grounded on a strong techno‐managerial culture, focused more on technocratic approaches than on addressing the socio‐political and cultural dimensions underlying water crises, and the uneven distribution of costs and benefits (Hussein et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}; Weststrate et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0257){ref-type="ref"}). Also, IWRM typically uses a scenario‐based approach to account for human‐water interactions (Savenije & Van der Zaag, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0201){ref-type="ref"}), which can work in the short term but in the long term can result in unintended consequences of only partially accounting for the coevolutionary dynamics of coupled human‐water systems (Di Baldassarre, Kooy, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Gohari et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Sivapalan et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0211){ref-type="ref"}, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0210){ref-type="ref"}; Srinivasan et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"}). We posit that the field of sociohydrology has the potential to bridge the gap between the broad SDGs and the more specific IWRM/WRS set of principles and methodologies by seeking to gain insights that are both generalizable and actionable. Sociohydrology has an important role to play by emphasizing the need to broaden the conversation concerning water‐related issues so that they are addressed (i) holistically and inclusively, considering broader, socio‐cultural, and socio‐political perspectives; and (ii) by considering both short‐term and long‐term consequences of shifts in water governance.

This paper surveys the scientific challenges faced by sociohydrology toward addressing the complex water management challenge identified above. We start by documenting and synthesizing socio‐hydrological phenomena explored to date and the generalized understanding gained so far. Next, we discuss and highlight the scientific and methodological challenges that remain, and the opportunities toward integrating the social and hydrological sciences. This is essential for strengthening the field of sociohydrology, and broadening its scope to underpin IWRM and support policy makers, governments, communities, and private sector organizations toward meeting the SDGs, which looms as a major societal grand challenge of the 21st century.

2. The Role of SocioHydrology in Conceptualizing the Water Implications of the SDGs {#wrcr24091-sec-0002}
===================================================================================

2.1. Classification of Phenomena {#wrcr24091-sec-0003}
--------------------------------

Humans have significantly influenced the hydrological regime (Falkenmark & Rockström, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Vörösmarty et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0247){ref-type="ref"}), deliberately or not (Blöschl et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Savenije et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0200){ref-type="ref"}). Meanwhile, hydrological change tends to shape human society (Di Baldassarre et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}), which responds to water crises, droughts, and floods in multiple ways, formally or not (Adger et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). The bidirectional feedbacks between human and water systems generate patterns across places or even across different contexts, which are the *phenomena* of interest to sociohydrology. These phenomena are actual outcomes, paradoxical dynamics, or unintended consequences that arise from water management to achieve a desired societal objective. They can result from the prevailing of political, commercial, or financial interests that might exacerbate social inequalities and ineffectiveness in water management. In this sense, they might be considered as manifestations of mismatch of governance with the (time, space, or organizational) scale of the coupled human‐water system being governed (Cash et al., [2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) or of governance processes thick with politics (Castro, [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Such ignorance and mismatch can arise when governance is based on myopic, reductionist, or one‐size‐fits‐all thinking. Sociohydrology aims to understand the feedback mechanisms generating these phenomena and the power relations, trust, cultural beliefs, and cognitive biases, which strongly influence the way in which people alter, and adapt to, changing hydrological regimes. The ultimate goal is to prevent mismatches of governance, in the first place, or at least overcome their adverse effects.

Much of sociohydrology research has focused on the explanation of phenomena that have arisen in the context of floods (Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"},Di Baldassarre, Kooy, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, Di Baldassarre, Kemerink, et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"},Di Baldassarre, Yan, et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Viglione et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0246){ref-type="ref"}; Grames et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}; Ciullo et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Barendrecht et al., [2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}), droughts (Garcia et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Srinivasan et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0214){ref-type="ref"}; Gonzales & Ajami, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre, Kreibich, et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"},Di Baldassarre, Wanders, et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Treuer et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0225){ref-type="ref"}; Breyer et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), groundwater exploitation (Marston & Konar, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"}; Noël & Cai, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"}), water quality degradation (Chang et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Giuliani et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}), land degradation (Elshafei et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), farming and agriculture development (Fernald et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}; Pande & Savenije, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"}), and water resources development (e.g., Chen et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Kandasamy et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}; Mostert, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}; Srinivasan et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"}). Several studies have attributed the collapse or dispersal of ancient civilizations to unintended effects in water management or governance (e.g., Dermody et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Kuil et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}; Liu et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}; Pande & Ertsen, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"}). Many of the phenomena studied to date manifest in the time domain. However, there is increased interest in phenomena that manifest in the space domain or in space‐time (Breyer et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Chen et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}), as also highlighted in the recent review by Konar et al. ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}). Much can be learned by comparing and contrasting phenomena that arise in different places and in different contexts, and by seeking common explanations. This can be done by organizing them into groups of similar behavior, as was earlier done in terms of *syndromes* by Srinivasan et al. ([2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"}) in the context of water resource development. We next present several classes of socio‐hydrologic phenomena (Table [1](#wrcr24091-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) that have been explored over the last 6 years, providing the diversity of causes and contexts with which to generate understanding of coupled human‐water system dynamics and to help meet several water‐related SDG targets (see Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Overview of Socio‐Hydrological Phenomena and Implications of Understanding Socio‐Hydrological Phenomena for IWRM

                                          General phenomenon                                          Main characteristics                                                                                                             Subphenomena                                                                                                                        Implications for IWRM
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       Safe‐development paradox                                       Protection measures generate a false sense of security that reduces coping capacities thereby increasing social vulnerability.   *Levee effect*; White ([1945](#wrcr24091-bib-0258){ref-type="ref"})                                                                 •Focus on reducing social vulnerability
                      Kates et al. ([2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"})                      •Better communication of water‐related risks                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   *Reservoir effect*; Di Baldassarre, Wanders, et al. ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                   •Proper quantification and pricing of risk by insurance companies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                         •Enhanced integration of hard and soft path measures                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                          Supply‐demand cycle                                         Increasing supply enables growth that in turn generates higher demands.                                                          *Fixes that backfire*; Gohari et al. ([2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"})                                                  •Focus on reducing demands rather than increasing supply
                         Kallis ([2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                •Price water accurately; scarcity value                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
            •Diversity water sources during drought; implement water conservation measures                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                           Adaptation effect                                          Frequent extreme events increase coping capacities thereby reducing social vulnerability.                                        *Flood risk adaptation*; Kreibich et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"})                                              •Focus on keeping adaptive capacities
                  Di Baldassarre et al. ([2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
        *Sequence effect*; Di Baldassarre et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
           •Avoid maladaptive response to drought that might exacerbate future flood losses                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                     Adaptation to drought can worsen flood losses, and vice versa                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                            Pendulum swing                                            Changing priorities from pursuing economic prosperity or environmental protection                                                *Peak water paradoxes*; Gleick and Palaniappan ([2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"})                                        •Need to consider supply chain water use since local reduction in water use that accompany wealth may be offset by nonlocal water use increases
                    Kandasamy et al. ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                                                                     *Environmental Kuznets Curve*; Dinda ([2004](#wrcr24091-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"})                                                  
                                            Rebound effect                                            Increasing the efficiency leads to higher consumptions.                                                                          *Irrigation efficiency paradoxes*                                                                                                   •Implement governance for cap and trade system of water
                         Alcott ([2005](#wrcr24091-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                                                                          Dumont et al. ([2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"})                                                                         •Installing water efficient technologies is not necessarily going to lead to less water use.
              •Implement water basin use caps in addition to water efficient technologies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                          Aggregation effect                                          Undesirable outcomes at the system scale from aggregated optimal decisions at the individual scale                               *Collective action*; Olson ([1965](#wrcr24091-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"}) and Ostrom ([1990](#wrcr24091-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"})   •Implement systems level governance, for example, property rights for potential tragedy‐of‐the‐common cases
          *Water injustice*; Zwarteveen et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0271){ref-type="ref"})                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
               •Focus on the distribution of costs and benefits, not only average values                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
      Desirable outcomes at the system scale from aggregated inequalities at the individual scale                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                   •Consider vulnerable communities                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                       Institutional complexity                                       Trade‐off between resilience and efficiency                                                                                      *Robustness‐fragility trade‐off*; Csete and Doyle ([2002](#wrcr24091-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"})                                     •Operationalize multi‐objective optimization, to, for example, make sure poor households do not get cutoff from water supply when pricing scheme is changed
                          •Explicitly consider links between multiple systems                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

*Note*. IWRM = integrated water resources management.

![Water plays a key role in several specific targets of the SDGs, which are interconnected with socio‐hydrological phenomena. The SDGs thus provide further motivation and the necessity to broaden the scope and strengthen the foundation of sociohydrology, which requires integration of hydrological and social science perspectives. SDGs = Sustainable Development Goals.](WRCR-55-6327-g002){#wrcr24091-fig-0002}

According to the United Nations Office of Disaster Risk Reduction 2017 annual report (United Nations Office of Disaster Risk Reduction, UNISDR, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0237){ref-type="ref"}), capturing disaster risk dynamics is essential to achieve several SDGs. Shocks and stresses caused by disasters are likely to frustrate development achievements, and, in turn, *bad* development determines risk accumulation. Several SDGs are concerned with challenges that are related to risk accumulation, such as poverty (SDGs 1), reduction of inequalities (SDG 10), climate action (SDG 13), and peace, justice, and strong institutions (SDG 16). Sociohydrology has undertaken much work to understand feedbacks between society and hydrological extremes, such as droughts and flood. This work has advanced our understanding of the *safe‐development paradox* or levee effect. This phenomenon describes instances in which protection measures, such as levees, generate a false sense of security (Ludy & Kondolf, [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}) and build up social vulnerabilities in risky areas (Burton & Cutter, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). As a result, paradoxically, risk can even increase after building such structural protection measures (Di Baldassarre, Kreibich, et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). Considering this phenomenon is crucial to meet numerous SDGs (Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The levee effect, for example, shows that the target of reducing fatalities caused by water‐related disasters, such as floods (Target 11.5), cannot be achieved by merely building or reinforcing flood protection structures, but it requires a combination of nonstructural measures aiming to reduce vulnerabilities, including building codes or early warning systems (Kreibich et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}).

The safe‐development paradox was first identified by Gilbert White as early as the 1940s (White, [1945](#wrcr24091-bib-0258){ref-type="ref"}), who criticized heavy reliance on structural flood protection in the United States. A recent example is the case of New Orleans, where a self‐reinforcing process of raising levees to protect a growing urban environment has taken place over many decades (Kates et al., [2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}). This has led to extreme, low‐probability flooding, with catastrophic consequences, which are not evenly distributed across space and social groups. Masozera et al. ([2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}), for instance, analyzed the impact of flooding in New Orleans and found that preexisting socio‐economic conditions played a major role in the inability of particular social groups to respond to the disaster and to cope with the flooding.

Di Baldassarre, Wanders, et al. ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}) recently discussed the corresponding *reservoir effect* in the context of responses to droughts, showing how the safe‐development paradox can equally well apply to water supply reservoirs. These are often built to alleviate droughts and water shortages, but they can eventually worsen them. It is important to note that societies are not homogeneous and social stratification determines how and who are affected by hydrological extremes as well as who comes up with the strategies to cope with change at different scales, that is, how hydrological risks are distributed. This was recently demonstrated in the city of Austin, Texas, in the context of water restrictions imposed by the city in response to a severe drought (Breyer et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}).

Dams, reservoirs, or other types of water infrastructure are often built to cope with drought and water scarcity. In the short‐term, these human alterations of water storage and fluxes are often beneficial, as they can increase water supply. Yet increasing water supply enables additional urban, agricultural, or economic growth that in turn generates higher demand, which can then offset the benefits of, for example, reservoirs as water supply sources. This phenomenon, known as *supply‐demand cycle* (Kallis, [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}), is a self‐reinforcing feedback, or vicious cycle, as the occurrence of a new drought will then likely favor further expansion of, for example, reservoirs to increase water supply (Di Baldassarre, Wanders, et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Similar dynamics generated by water transfer projects in Iran have been described as *fixes that can backfire* (Gohari et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). It is important to acknowledge the role of social stratification and spatial distribution of water supply in terms of how and who makes decisions to build or expand water infrastructure, and who actually benefits from the increased water supply, as well as how the costs and benefits are distributed (Merme et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"}; Molle et al., [2009](#wrcr24091-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"}; Tiwale et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0222){ref-type="ref"}). This phenomenon has many implications for numerous SDGs (Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), including the implementation of IWRM (Target 6.5).

Humans respond and adapt to hydrological extremes through a combination of spontaneous processes and deliberate strategies (Loucks et al., [2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"}, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"}) that can lead to, for example, changing the social contract (Adger et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Adaptive responses can take place at the individual, community, or government level. They might lead to the emergence of the *adaptation effect*, that is, the negative impact of an extreme event tends to be lower if such an event occurs shortly after a similar one (Di Baldassarre et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Kreibich et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, the economic losses of the 1995 Meuse River flooding in Central Europe were remarkably lower than those of 1993, even though the magnitudes of the two events were similar (Wind et al., [1999](#wrcr24091-bib-0259){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, adaptation effects and decreasing flood fatalities have been observed in Bangladesh over the past decades (Kreibich et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}; Mechler & Bouwer, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"}). While the adaptation effect is often associated with desirable outcomes, it can also have adverse consequences. Adaptation to drought conditions can exacerbate the negative impacts of floods, and vice versa (Di Baldassarre et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, changing reservoir operations to cope with drought, such as keeping the reservoirs as full as possible to buffer low flow conditions, can prevent required flood attenuation if heavy rainfall occurs during drought termination. This was seen, for example, during the catastrophic 2011 flooding in Brisbane that occurred shortly after the Millennium Drought in Australia or the extreme heavy rainfall causing the Oroville spillway collapse during the termination of the last multiyear drought in California (Mallakpour et al., [2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}). Di Baldassarre et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) suggested that human migration from drought‐affected areas, as seen for example in Somalia (World Bank, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0262){ref-type="ref"}), can lead to more people living in riparian areas and therefore more exposed to flooding.

Many communities (be they agricultural or urban) that rely on river flow and/or groundwater to advance their economic livelihoods have been observed to swing between water extraction for food production or water control for urban development in the early stages, followed by efforts to mitigate and reverse degradation of the riparian environment, resulting from reduction of streamflows or depletion of groundwater. This is variously known as *pendulum swing*. This phenomenon was observed in the Murrumbidgee River basin in eastern Australia (Kandasamy et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}), Lake Toolibin basin in Western Australia (Elshafei et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), and the Tarim basin in western China (Liu et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}). In all three cases, increased water extraction, land clearance, and construction of water infrastructure are equally accompanied and driven by population growth and economic gain. In the short and intermediate terms, as per capita economic gain increases, the basin presents an attractive lifestyle proposition, causing human migration into the basin. In the long term, however, human actions that advance economic prosperity continue until the quantity or quality of water resources and the state of environment begin to impede further growth through the cost of environmental degradation and reduced productivity (Kandasamy et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}). As the degradation of the environment continues, economic growth will naturally become constrained and communities will be compelled to act in efforts to reverse the negative threat to their livelihoods and well‐being.

In many arid regions of the world, water shortage most severely restricts socio‐economic development. Under such circumstances, developing highly efficient agriculture through water‐saving technology is regarded as an effective method to expand the economy, conserve water, and protect the environment. A range of technologies to increase irrigation efficiency and save water has proven successful at the farm scale. Yet, in the absence of appropriate governance measures, the increased efficiency often presents a paradox when assessed at larger scales because the saved water is often reallocated to irrigating an expanded land area or transferred to other uses (e.g., industrial or municipal water use), thus only to increase water consumption and deprive ecosystems of much needed flows. These are the unintended consequences arising from the push toward technological solutions without consideration of broader socio‐cultural behaviors and their consequences. This is known as the irrigation efficiency paradox and can be seen as a facet of an economic *rebound effect* or Jevons paradox (Alcott, [2005](#wrcr24091-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Jevons, [1866](#wrcr24091-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). Increasing the efficiency of irrigation often leads to higher consumption of water, because farmers switch to more profitable and water‐consuming crops (Dumont et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). An example is the coupled use of water and energy in Mexico, where efficient and subsidized electricity supplied to pump groundwater for irrigation had the unintended effect of increasing the pumping, thus speeding up aquifer depletion (Scott, [2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0204){ref-type="ref"}; Scott et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0205){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region in western China, total water consumption continued to increase even as irrigation efficiency dramatically improved through the application of water‐saving technology (e.g., plastic mulching). However, the securing of additional freshwater resources through increased efficiency only encouraged farmers to expand the land area brought under irrigation, negating much of the water savings obtained through mulching (Liu, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0269){ref-type="ref"}). This phenomenon is connected to numerous SDGs (Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Its emergence clearly complicates, for example, the goal of upgrading infrastructure to increase resource use efficiency (Target 9.4).

Other socio‐hydrological phenomena include what we term here as the *aggregation effect* and *institutional complexity*. The former relates to a mismatch of outcomes at the aggregated level of decisions taken at the individual level. A key example is known as collective action problem in the social sciences, which refers to situations where all individuals would be better off by jointly acting toward a common goal but fail to do so because of their self‐interest (Olson, [1965](#wrcr24091-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"}). This paradox originates from the common‐pool resource nature of water resources and the public good nature of water infrastructure and the combination of individual rationality and difficulties associated with coordination of large groups (Kollock, [1998](#wrcr24091-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}). If overlooked, this issue can lead to outcomes such as overuse of groundwater and under provision of water infrastructure. To cope with this issue, rules and norms that regulate individual behavior need to be endogenously developed by the community or imposed on it endogenously (Ostrom, [1990](#wrcr24091-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"}). However, whether and how such governance arrangements can be achieved is itself a major challenge. Ostrom herself suggested in recent work (see, for instance, Van Laerhoven & Ostrom, [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0243){ref-type="ref"}) that furthering common property resource management requires dealing with the uncertainty and complexity of institutional processes. Concurrently, over the past two decades, critical institutionalism has highlighted how the dynamic relationship between individuals, society, and natural resources is shaped by power relations and constant renegotiations that fuse socially embedded norms with new arrangements through a process of bricolage (Cleaver & De Koning, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Rusca et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0195){ref-type="ref"}). *Getting institutions right* and development by design are, therefore, likely to lead to unintended outcomes (Cleaver, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Feedbacks among the states of water resources, individual behavior, and change in governance arrangements can generate dynamics that are difficult to understand by treating water and human systems separately. Socio‐hydrological studies dealing with this phenomenon include the management of water infrastructure in relation to flooding (Yu, Sangwan, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0266){ref-type="ref"}), irrigation (Muneepeerakul & Anderies, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"}; Yu et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0265){ref-type="ref"}), and groundwater exploitation (Madani & Dinar, [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}; Müller et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"}).

Aggregation effects could also produce perverse outcomes. These, for instance, occur when *desirable* outcomes at a larger scale conceal inequalities and, as such, distributional injustices at the local scale (Zwarteveen et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0271){ref-type="ref"}). A study on drinking water by Tiwale et al. ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0222){ref-type="ref"}) found that additional reservoirs built to supply water for the underserved or unserved population of Lilongwe (Malawi) ended up improving continuity of supply for those who were already served, rather than quenching the thirst of the growing urban population. While at the urban scale water availability had improved, inequalities in access between different neighborhoods had increased. This example illustrates the limits of focusing on average values, while overlooking distribution across space and social groups. To determine whether anyone is *left behind*, as called for by the SDGs, requires disaggregated data, spanning from socio‐economic status, gender, age, and geographic location (Satterthwaite, [2016a](#wrcr24091-bib-0198){ref-type="ref"}, [2016b](#wrcr24091-bib-0199){ref-type="ref"}; Stuart & Woodroffe, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0216){ref-type="ref"}). As further elaborated below, sociohydrology can contribute to address important questions of equity by examining how development of large water infrastructure, such as reservoirs, and access to *extra* water intersects with gender, race, and socio‐economic status. These effects are also central to the three paradoxes identified in the most recent World Water Development Report (UN Water, [2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0234){ref-type="ref"}): (1) supplying the bulk of food and yet poor and hungry; (2) substantive investments in water infrastructure in rural areas and yet the rural poor lack access to water; and (3) small‐holder farmers being water productive and yet overlooked.

The *institutional complexity effect* relates to the trade‐off between resilience and efficiency of human‐water systems (Muneepeerakul & Anderies, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"}) generated by increased complexities of shared water infrastructure and related governance arrangements. Measures that increase performance and stability are preferred by managers. As such, coupled human‐water systems often evolve in ways that add more complex infrastructure and governance arrangements to reduce hydrological variability and increase system performance (Anderies, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). However, historical events showed that such complexities are often associated with hidden vulnerabilities to other types of disturbances, which are revealed through catastrophic failures (ibid). This line of inquiry has mostly focused on endogenous growth in the Indus and Hohokam civilizations (Pande & Ertsen, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"}) and virtual water trade in the Roman Empire (Dermody et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). Complex systems literature refers to this phenomenon as robustness‐fragility trade‐off (Csete & Doyle, [2002](#wrcr24091-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}).

Overall, the phenomena discussed above provide significant insights into human‐water interactions at different temporal and spatial scales. These phenomena have clear implications for SDGs and can inform policies and strategies to achieve water‐related targets (Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

2.2. Explanation of the Phenomena {#wrcr24091-sec-0004}
---------------------------------

One of the main goals of sociohydrology is to explore the feedback mechanisms that may have caused the emergent phenomena. The driving logic of scientific discovery in sociohydrology is *if these feedback mechanisms operate, here is the phenomenon it can produce* as well as *if this phenomenon happens, here are the feedback mechanisms that might explain it* (Elster, [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}).

A suite of different methods has been utilized in various studies to provide these explanations. One common approach adopted in the social sciences is the use of statistical analysis of empirical research data, obtained through surveys and interviews (Brown, [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Daniel et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Sanderson et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0197){ref-type="ref"}), some of which is qualitative. In this context, a set of interesting methods has been developed that combine the strengths of qualitative and quantitative data (Driscoll et al., [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Jick, [1979](#wrcr24091-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}). An example is the work by Leong ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}) to convert narratives of perceptions of floods in Assam, India, to quantitative forms, similar to water volumes and prices, using the so‐called Q methodology. A second approach to explain phenomena, especially in the absence of long time series of observations, which has gathered increased momentum, is *agent‐based modeling* (Du et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Noël & Cai, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"}). These models operate by prescribing rules on how individuals and/or institutions (the agents) interact, obtained through field surveys and interviews of people in real places, and thus allow the heterogeneous individual (or group) behavior to be accommodated. They help to compute the interactions at the microlevel between agents and allow describing social behaviors at the macrolevel or to interpret observed behavior at these higher levels and attribute them to both microscale and macroscale factors (Gilbert, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Gilbert & Terna, [2000](#wrcr24091-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). A third common approach, called *system dynamics modeling* (e.g., Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Garcia et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}; Gohari et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}; Srinivasan, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0213){ref-type="ref"}) is adopted in the presence of long time series of natural or water system behavior (e.g., hydrology, water use, and ecology) and social system behavior (e.g., demographics, economics, industries, and technology). The approach is guided by a limited number of hypotheses about fundamental natural and social processes and their interactions driving the overall behavior of the system, as illustrated by a stylized model for an urban socio‐hydrological system of Chennai, India, developed by Srinivasan ([2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0213){ref-type="ref"}). More commonly, though, these hypotheses are explicitly formalized (in mathematical terms) using a set of coupled differential equations. Di Baldassarre et al. ([2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) argue that *the strength of this method is its transparency, flexibility, and ability to capture the dynamics emerging from interacting processes*.

Most early models of sociohydrology have been based on the system dynamics approach; see Blair and Buytaert ([2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}) and Troy, Pavao‐Zuckerman, & Evans, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0227){ref-type="ref"}, Troy, Konar, et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0226){ref-type="ref"}) for comprehensive reviews of recent socio‐hydrological models. These have been proposed as explanatory hypotheses about feedback mechanisms generating one or more observed classes of phenomena. The explanatory model depicted in Figure [3](#wrcr24091-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, for example, is a (generic) system dynamics model, based on coupled differential equations (Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}), that aims to explain, in a stylized manner, phenomena often observed in flood risk studies, that is, the aforementioned safe‐development paradox and adaptation effect. In the same way, Figure [3](#wrcr24091-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b depicts a (place‐based) conceptual model of the human‐water dynamics in the Murrumbidgee River basin in eastern Australia, including the competition between humans and the environment (Van Emmerik et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"}) that underlies the pendulum swing phenomenon. Similar place‐based models have been developed for the pendulum swing phenomena documented in Western Australia (Elshafei et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}) and Tarim basin in western China (Liu et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}).

![Examples of socio‐hydrological models as hypotheses about the feedback mechanisms generating one or more phenomena: (a) generic conceptualization of human‐flood interactions (Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) and (b) coupled human‐water dynamics in Murrumbidgee River basin (Van Emmerik et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"}).](WRCR-55-6327-g003){#wrcr24091-fig-0003}

The endogenization of human agency is the key to explain emergent phenomena (Pande & Sivapalan, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"}). To this end, different hypotheses have been proposed in sociohydrology. Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al. ([2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}); Di Baldassarre et al. ([2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) and Viglione et al. ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0246){ref-type="ref"}), for example, built upon the concept of *social memory* (Folke et al., [2005](#wrcr24091-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}) and explained the safe‐development paradox as resulting from a decay of flood memory during prolonged periods IN which flooding does not occur. In the same spirit, Van Emmerik et al. ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"}), Liu et al. ([2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}), and Liu et al. ([2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}) explained the pendulum swing as the result of a competition between an economic productive force that favors human livelihoods and an environmental restorative force that favors the environment. As in Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al. ([2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}), it was proposed that this competition was mediated by another social state variable, which Van Emmerik et al. ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0242){ref-type="ref"}) termed an *environmental awareness*, and was later generalized by Elshafei et al. ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}) as *community sensitivity*. These social variables (e.g., social memory, community sensitivity) therefore played a central role in the development of associated coupled socio‐hydrological models. Elshafei et al. ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), and subsequently Elshafei et al. ([2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}), provided an avenue for generalization of community sensitivity by connecting it to broad socio‐economic and socio‐cultural factors (e.g., human development index and corruption perception index). Roobavannan et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0190){ref-type="ref"}) further enhanced the power of community sensitivity by making it a function of the structure of the regional economy. The resulting suite of system dynamics models using either social memory or community sensitivity as a key state variable to explain the emergence of socio‐hydrological phenomena in effect have helped to endogenize human behavior and the feedbacks with the water system through deterministic human response relationships. For example, the migration of people out of, or toward, the Murrumbidgee River basin to or from other parts of eastern Australia was inspired by a law similar to Fick\'s law of dispersal (i.e., migration flux is proportional to negative gradient of unemployment), while community sensitivity itself was defined as a trade‐off between environmental health and economic well‐being. Migrants are often driven by their expectation of improved employment or earnings (Mabogunje, [1970](#wrcr24091-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}; Todaro, [1969](#wrcr24091-bib-0223){ref-type="ref"}). Aspirations of better lives are based on household level decisions to either maximize expected income or minimize risk that the household is exposed to by diversifying the portfolio of income generating activities (Massey et al., [1993](#wrcr24091-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"}; Akay et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). Yet the decisions to migrate are often limited by substantial social and economic barriers (Bryan et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). As a result, it is often the individuals whose income is above average that migrate (Knight & Gunatilaka, [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}). The effect of natural hazards such as droughts and flooding can therefore be ambiguous (Chen et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Gray & Mueller, [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}). On the one hand, it can reduce migration by removing resources necessary for migration to overcome set up costs or increasing labor demand in originating areas, while in some other cases it may reduce all income generating possibilities, pushing migrants *en masse* out of affected areas (Chen et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, while migration may appear to respond to unemployment gradient (Roobavannan et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0190){ref-type="ref"}), it is much more complex phenomenon that deserves closer scrutiny.

There have also been early efforts to generalize from conclusions based on place‐based studies. One of the ways to achieve this is to invoke (either explicitly or implicitly) existing economic or sociological theories to propose alternative hypotheses about the feedback mechanisms that contribute to the emergence of socio‐hydrological phenomena. For example, Roobavannan et al. ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0191){ref-type="ref"}) compared the outcomes of a socio‐hydrologic model of community sensitivity (Elshafei et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}) with an independent analysis of proxy data (i.e., references to concerns about the environment appearing in Australian newspapers over a 100‐year period) carried out by Wei et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0253){ref-type="ref"}). Based on this analysis they argued that the concept of community sensitivity is consistent with the *values beliefs norms* theory widely adopted in sociology. Other socio‐hydrological modeling studies have postulated human behavior as one that maximizes a livelihood objective. Pande et al. ([2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0180){ref-type="ref"}), for example, modeled basin‐scale water allocation based on *profit maximization* in agricultural production. Pande and Ertsen ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"}) and Pande et al. ([2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"}) provided an interpretation of the rise and dispersal of societies using *endogenous growth theory*, wherein actions of humans in maximizing their well‐being result in the formation of grander coalitions (i.e., rise of civilizations) and technological progress that accelerates both growth and environmental degradation. Grames et al. ([2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}) provided an economic, albeit profit maximizing interpretation of the safe‐development paradox.

While these models assumed that humans are consistently able to compare and contrast alternative bundles of goods and services and maximize their well‐being based on it (i.e., that they are rational), other approaches have been recently used to model *apparently* irrational behavior at individual and collective levels. Di Baldassarre et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}), for instance, developed a system dynamics model by capturing *cognitive biases* at individual level in the management of droughts and floods, inspired by the idea of the availability heuristic in behavioral economics (Gal, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Kahneman & Tversky, [1979](#wrcr24091-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). Yu et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0267){ref-type="ref"}) used *evolutionary game theory* to model the evolution of informal rules or norms of a community and associated collective action dynamics related to levee maintenance. Their model captures the social dilemma of how individually rational behavior can lead to collectively irrational outcome of poor levee maintenance as well as how the removal of short‐term flooding can lead to erosion of people\'s compliance to informal rules that regulate the social dilemma and, ultimately, erosion of community resilience to floods. Finally, Gunda et al. ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}) investigated the water stress response of the *Valdez acequia* in New Mexico (a community‐managed irrigation system) by linking a hydrological model to the system dynamics model of an *acequia* developed by Turner et al. ([2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0230){ref-type="ref"}). They focused on the role that community social structure, in particular *mutualism*, plays in the ability of the *acequia* to maintain its functionality. They found that, while agricultural productivity declined, the community was able to maintain its functionality under streamflow declines due to adaptations like shifting crop selection.

The engagement with existing sociological and economic theories, and the development of new ones specific to sociohydrology, to provide explanations of observed socio‐hydrologic phenomena is important to ascertain whether these are exceptional dynamics occurring in particular places or are generic ones that can be extrapolated to other places or circumstances. However, they take on added significance in the context of the SDGs since, in the absence of previous history, we will be expected to drive policy choices within which water resource development can be kept in the *safe operating space for humanity* (Rockström et al., [2009](#wrcr24091-bib-0187){ref-type="ref"}).

Since coupled human‐water systems are complex systems that involve dynamics at multiple levels of human organization (Sivapalan & Blöschl, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0209){ref-type="ref"}), multiple levels of theories are likely to be needed to more fully understand socio‐hydrological phenomena. At individual level, promising theories of human behavior that remain insufficiently exploited in sociohydrology are the expected utility theory (Neumann & Morgenstern, [1944](#wrcr24091-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"}), protection motivation theory (Rogers, [1975](#wrcr24091-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"}), prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, [1979](#wrcr24091-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}), game theory (Morrow, [1994](#wrcr24091-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}), path dependency (Mahoney, [2000](#wrcr24091-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}), and rebound effect or Jevon\'s paradox (Alcott, [2005](#wrcr24091-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). At collective level, applicable theories for explaining social change include collective action theory (Olson, [1965](#wrcr24091-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"}), institutionalist thinking (Cleaver, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Ostrom, [1990](#wrcr24091-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"}; Van Laerhoven & Ostrom, [2007](#wrcr24091-bib-0243){ref-type="ref"}), and cultural evolution (Boyd & Richerson, [1985](#wrcr24091-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, at systems level, relevant theories could include resilience thinking (Walker et al., [2004](#wrcr24091-bib-0249){ref-type="ref"}), complex adaptive systems (Mitchell, [2009](#wrcr24091-bib-0158){ref-type="ref"}), metabolism theory (Banavar et al., [2002](#wrcr24091-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}), and feedback control system theory (Doyle et al., [1990](#wrcr24091-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}).

2.3. Reconceptualizing Water and Society Relations in the Context of SDGs {#wrcr24091-sec-0005}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

According to several scholars working across disciplines, the United Nations SDGs mark a paradigm shift in the way nature and society relations are understood and addressed in human development. First, the SDGs promote the notion of coupled human‐nature systems in which poverty reduction and planetary health are seen as intrinsically intertwined (Bello, [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Death & Gabay, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Griggs et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}; Langford, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; McMichael, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0151){ref-type="ref"}; Schleicher et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0203){ref-type="ref"}). It is argued that their transformative potential can only materialize if trade‐offs and the relation between poverty and environmental degradation are made explicit (Schleicher et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0203){ref-type="ref"}). Second, the three dimensions of sustainability have been presented as an *indivisible whole* and scholars warn that a fragmented implementation would generate perverse outcomes (Morton et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"}; Nilsson et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"}).

The nexus and trade‐offs within the SDGs, however, have only been superficially explored in the past. If on the one hand enhancing policy coherence for sustainable development is a key concern in the SDGs project (Target 17.14.1), on the other hand most complex and politically contentious trade‐offs have been glossed over in the international negotiations (Nilsson et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"}). Consequently, the multiple ways in which goals and dimensions of sustainability are interdependent are not explicitly discussed (Karlsson‐Vinkhuyzen et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}). As aptly illustrated by Alcamo ([2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}: 126), *acting on synergies and trade‐offs requires not only political will but also knowledge about their origin and characteristics*. The risk, therefore, is that policy makers and bureaucrats end up working in vertical silos rather than through horizontal integrative approaches (Nilsson et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"}; Vandemoortele, [2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0244){ref-type="ref"}). Increasingly, scholars call for enhancing empirical knowledge on trade‐offs and synergies that can inform SDGs implementation processes. The UN\'s report *Mainstreaming of the three dimensions of sustainable development throughout the United Nations system* (UN Economic & Social Council, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0231){ref-type="ref"}) places water as a key integration force and highlights the relationship between multiple goals.

Sociohydrology can play an important role in conceptualizing SDG trade‐offs and feedback loops in the context of water‐society relations at different temporal and spatial scales. In section [2.2](#wrcr24091-sec-0004){ref-type="sec"} we have shown how the body of literature that relates to sociohydrology has already theorized several phenomena that are relevant to the implementation of the SDGs. In the section that follows, we discuss opportunities to enrich sociohydrology by broadening its scope to address other water management dimensions relevant to the SDGs.

2.4. Expansion of Socio‐Hydrologic Phenomena: Broadening the Scope of SocioHydrology {#wrcr24091-sec-0006}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Socio‐hydrologic phenomena taken up for study over the last 6 years have mostly examined human‐flood, human‐drought, and human‐environment interactions and feedbacks. Yet the role of water in SDGs extends well beyond these. For example, water resources are connected to food and energy production. Excessive exploitation of water to produce food and energy contributes to environmental degradation in some places. Hence, in addition to competition for water between humans and the environment, managing water in a broader context requires decisions about different human‐water uses (e.g., water vs food vs energy), or between different water hazards (e.g., floods vs droughts), both in time (e.g., short‐ vs long‐term considerations) and in space (e.g., upstream vs downstream and urban vs rural). Below, we focus on three examples: water pollution and human health, water‐energy‐food nexus, and transboundary water management.

### 2.4.1. Water Pollution and Human Health {#wrcr24091-sec-0007}

Globally, population growth and economic development have contributed to increased contamination (e.g., heavy metals, pharmaceuticals, pesticides, and fecal matter) of water supplies and of health risks related to waterborne diseases (Bain et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Liu, Zhang, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}; Ternes et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"}). Although research on drinking water has overwhelmingly focused on use and access, a number of studies have examined contamination and its societal consequences and feedbacks at different scales. Work on the effects of coupled human‐water systems on drinking water quality includes research on the arsenic crisis in South East Asia and Bangladesh, respectively, analyzing hydrology of geogenic arsenic groundwater and health implications (Winkel et al., [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0261){ref-type="ref"}; Michael & Voss, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"}; Sultana, [2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0218){ref-type="ref"}), and the role of power and gendered relations in shaping access to contaminated water (Sultana, [2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0217){ref-type="ref"}). Another example is recent research on intermittent water supply, which has demonstrated how *Escherichia coli* contamination is more likely to occur in areas where supply is not continuous (Agathokleous & Christodoulou, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Kumpel & Nelson, [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}). Over 300 million people globally are served by intermittent water supply, and those who live in areas with inadequate sanitation are at higher risk of drinking contaminated water (Kumpel & Nelson, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}; Sarpong Boakye‐Ansah et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Risks of contamination are further exacerbated by storage practices adopted by residents to cope with discontinuity (Burt & Ray, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Rusca et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0190){ref-type="ref"}). Improved sources are, thus, not necessarily free of pathogens and parasites and can cause waterborne diseases (Bain et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Ercumen et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Shaheed et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0208){ref-type="ref"}; Tosi Robinson et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0224){ref-type="ref"}).

Although these studies have identified technical challenges and household coping strategies that might lead to contamination and the health implications thereof, in the context of the SDGs more work can be done to unravel the interplay between the political economy of water and sanitation services, water contamination at different scales, and distribution of its risks. A growing body of literature proposes that safe water has become a commodity and calls for examining the relation between deterioration of water quality, class, gender, race, and indigenous rights to water (Rusca, Alda‐Vidal, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0192){ref-type="ref"},Rusca, Boakye‐Ansah, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"}; Dodman et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Vandewalle & Jepson, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0245){ref-type="ref"}). These studies suggest that there is a trend of vulnerable and marginalized communities suffering the most from exposure to unsafe drinking water. Sociohydrology can contribute by capturing more explicitly the dynamics generated by the interweaving of human and water‐quality transformations and the uneven distribution of risk through research on feedback loops between wastewater/sludge flows and society, including the economic, cultural, engineering, and human behaviors surrounding its mitigation and production at different scales.

The recent water crisis in Flint (Michigan, USA), for instance, mostly affected urban dwellers of more economically depressed background. The study by Butler et al. ([2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) importantly shows the relationship among urbanization, economic development, inequalities, politics of water management, and water contamination. Flint developed mostly because of a *thriving* motor industry, while toxic industrial effluents contaminated the Detroit River. The ending of industrial activities left the city impoverished and, more recently, under emergency management to deal with the economic hardship. When, in order to reduce costs, the water supply was temporarily switched from Lake Huron to the Detroit River, residents were exposed for over 18 months to lead contaminated water, which caused elevated blood lead levels in residents, with irreversible impacts on children (Hanna‐Attisha et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}; Liu, Zhang, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}). As for the pendulum swing phenomenon discussed above, economic and industrial development in the short term caused surface water contamination and environmental degradation in the long term. Ultimately, human actions led to contamination of drinking water, which compromised the health of residents.

One promising approach to capture sociohydrology of unsafe drinking water and its uneven distribution is developing interdisciplinary case studies that account for both the hydrological and social dimensions of water‐quality transformations. The aforementioned study by Rusca, Boakye‐Ansah, et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"}), for instance, drew attention to the interdependencies between socio‐political processes and microbiological and physiochemical contamination of drinking water and proposes a methodological approach to capture these (see also Boakye‐Ansah et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Concurrently, sociohydrology may further understandings of risk perception in relation with water contamination and how extreme events may influence it. For instance, polls following the Flint water crisis show approximately half of the American population distrusts their tap water (Baum et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). These perceptions may, in turn, affect the way in which people access and consume water. All together these lines of inquiry have the potential to contribute to advancing SDG 6, as well as SDG 3 on good health and well‐being, especially ending waterborne diseases by 2030 (Target 3.3).

Last, synergies and trade‐offs involving water quality extend well beyond Goal 6. Alcamo ([2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) points to some important and less explored trade‐offs: the expansion of conventional agriculture may contribute to Goal 2 (Zero hunger) but is likely to increase water pollution downstream; on the other end, high‐saline‐polluted water is inadequate for irrigation. Wastewater treatment is an energy intensive activity and will negatively impact Goal 7 (affordable and clean energy, see also Yillia, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0263){ref-type="ref"}). Today, at least one third of the rivers in Africa, Latin America, and Asia is polluted by untreated wastewater (United Nations Environment Program, UNEP, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0236){ref-type="ref"}). Wastewater treatment is, therefore, likely to have a major impact on the conservation, restoration, and sustainable use of terrestrial and inland freshwater ecosystems (Target 15.1). Last, as good water quality is a prerequisite of subsistence, it plays an important role in targets such as slum upgrading (Target 11.1) and reduction of inequalities (SDG 10) (Alcamo, [2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}).

### 2.4.2. Water‐Energy‐Food Nexus {#wrcr24091-sec-0008}

Water plays a key role in several SDGs (as seen in Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), and therefore, water management must account for these multiple interacting objectives, not just focusing on clean water and sanitation (UN Water, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0233){ref-type="ref"}). For example, water is at the heart of current research in the water‐energy‐food nexus across all spatial scales of analysis (Cudennec et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; D\'Odorico et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Lant et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}; Liu, Yang, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}). A study by Yillia ([2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0263){ref-type="ref"}) reveals the multiple trade‐offs and interconnections within this nexus. He suggests that interdependencies between water and energy have mostly focused on how few elements interact, rather than taking a more holistic and comprehensive approach. The interactions, she argues, are multiple and take place at different scales. These range from the use of water (SDG 6) to extract and transport energy sources, produce and convert energy, irrigate crops for biofuel production, and water intensive renewable energy (SDG 8). Energy is needed for treatment, distribution, and transport of drinking water and desalination (SDG6), as well as for irrigation (SD2). Last, as mentioned above, wastewater treatment is an energy intensive activity that plays a key role in ensuring water quality (SDG 6) and ecosystem protection (SDG 15).

Much research has been devoted to evaluating the vast water resources virtually embedded in internationally and regionally traded commodities, including food and energy (Allan, [2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Hoekstra & Mekonnen, [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Konar et al., [2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}; Marston et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"}; Wang et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0250){ref-type="ref"}). Future sociohydrology research may strive to represent these virtual flows of water in order to understand the full producer‐consumer chain of economic goods that require water (Konar et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). This will enable consumers to identify the water resources infrastructure that is supporting their food and energy receipts, enabling better accounting across SDGs. Critically, resolving these flows will enable consumers to better assess the exposure of their supply chains to water stress and shocks.

During the 2008 annual meeting of the World Economic Forum, participants called for a better understanding of the relationship between economic growth and (virtual) water flows (WEF Water Initiative, [2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0252){ref-type="ref"}). Causal inference research in economics has shown that international trade leads to increased economic growth (Frankel & Romer, [1999](#wrcr24091-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Virtual water flows are essentially a rescaled metric of international commodity trade (typically provided in mass \[tons\] or value \[\$\] units). It is therefore likely that virtual water trade also drives economic growth, though future research is to confirm this. Relatedly, recent causal inference work by Dang and Konar ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) has shown that trade openness reduces the amount of water that the countries use in agriculture, with no impact to the industrial or total water use of nations. This research shows the average impact of trade on water use. Future research may explore the implications of trade for water use in specific settings and time domains.

This work by Dang and Konar ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) highlights the interconnected nature of food‐energy‐water systems and illustrates that policies in one system may have spillover effects to another (e.g., economic trade policy has unintended consequences for water use in agriculture). Similarly, recent research by Deryugina and Konar ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) employed causal inference methods to understand the impact of crop insurance on water use. They find that crop insurance leads to more irrigation withdrawals in agriculture, mainly due to farmers deciding to grow more water‐intensive crops. Thus, these studies highlight that policies that are supposedly unrelated to water (e.g., trade and crop insurance) can have unexpected consequences in terms of water consumptions. Similarly, the International Water Management Institute highlights how working to achieve the food SDG can have spillover effects for water (International Water Management Institute, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}). This indicates that the SDGs are interrelated, and efforts to work toward the goal of one SDG may have unintended consequences for other SDGs. Future sociohydrology research should aim to better understand the complex interactions that exist in the food‐energy‐water nexus to enhance our ability to address all SDGs.

### 2.4.3. Transboundary Water Management {#wrcr24091-sec-0009}

Different SDGs give rise to different fundamental questions. Underlying questions concerning international basins is, as illustrated by Petersen‐Perlman et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0182){ref-type="ref"}, p. 13), the idea that *being part of a transboundary basin makes a user interconnected with the rest of its users*. For example, specific measures to promote economic growth (SDG 8) in a given place, for example, building large water infrastructure for food or energy production, can jeopardize other objectives in other places, such as reducing inequalities (SDG 10) or protecting and restoring water‐related ecosystems (SDG 15). In this perspective, cooperation in transboundary rivers (SDG6) can be also seen as one of the major environmental challenges of the century (Song & Whittington, [2004](#wrcr24091-bib-0212){ref-type="ref"}). This is particularly true in transboundary rivers that flow across political boundaries (De Stefano et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Grey & Sadoff, [2003](#wrcr24091-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). The riparian states usually value water differently, leading to differences in water management regime, priorities, and culture. Consequently, transboundary river systems are characterized by both conflict and cooperation (Petersen‐Perlman & Wolf, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0183){ref-type="ref"}; Yoffe et al., [2003](#wrcr24091-bib-0264){ref-type="ref"}; Zeitoun & Mirumachi, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0268){ref-type="ref"}).

Conflict and cooperation in transboundary rivers can be seen as socio‐hydrological phenomena driven by the interplay of hydrological, technical, and social processes. They remain widely underresearched and not well understood. For example, it was found that no single indicator, be it climate, water scarcity, government type, or water demand, could explain the emergence of either conflict or cooperation (Yoffe et al., [2003](#wrcr24091-bib-0264){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, sociohydrology can contribute to a better understanding of cooperative and noncooperative responses by interpreting them as outcomes of long‐term coevolution (Pande & Ertsen, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"}), or as the effect of single events, such as the construction of the large dam or the occurrence of a climatic shock (Gleick, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, taking a socio‐hydrological approach to transboundary water management can help to unravel the feedback mechanisms that explain these phenomena (Mianabadi et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"}) and, in turn, to meet water and environment‐related SDGs.

3. Scientific Challenges in Integrating the Social and Hydrological Dimensions {#wrcr24091-sec-0010}
==============================================================================

As sociohydrology strives to make headway toward improved understanding of the phenomena reviewed in sections [2.1](#wrcr24091-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"} and [2.2](#wrcr24091-sec-0004){ref-type="sec"} and broadens in scope to cope with a wider range of phenomena, including new phenomena that are likely to arise in the process of aiming to meet the SDGs, new methodological challenges arise. This section presents these challenges and outlines possible ways forward toward confronting these challenges.

3.1. Mechanisms and Phenomena Across Temporal and Spatial Scales {#wrcr24091-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------------------------------

One of the major challenges for sociohydrology is that the interplay of human and water systems involves both hydrological processes and social processes (and institutions) operating at multiple spatial and time scales (Figure [4](#wrcr24091-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). Capturing how these processes interact across time and space scales, for example, how short‐term processes affect longer term processes, and vice versa can provide important insights on the possible short‐ and long‐term impacts of implementing the SDGs and on spatial distribution of these impacts.

![Temporal and spatial scales in (a) hydrological processes (Blöschl & Sivapalan, [1995](#wrcr24091-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) and (b) institutions (Gunderson & Holling, [2001](#wrcr24091-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}).](WRCR-55-6327-g004){#wrcr24091-fig-0004}

### 3.1.1. Temporal Dynamics and Time Scale Interactions {#wrcr24091-sec-0012}

Many of the phenomena discussed in section [2](#wrcr24091-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"}, such as the safe development paradox and the pendulum swing, tend to operate over long (decadal or centennial) time scales, but they often involve short‐term processes, such as the seasonal cycle of irrigation, or flood inundation and defense activities that happen within hours. Flood formation is coupled with event scale precipitation and seasonal soil moisture as well as with soil, vegetation, landscape, and climate evolution occurring over centuries to millennia (Gaál et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, in human‐water systems, natural resources will slowly degrade if overused by human activities, such as water extraction or land use changes that do not allow for recovery (Ward et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0251){ref-type="ref"}). For example, large‐scale deforestation in Western Australia for agriculture caused shifts to the water balance, leading to slowly rising water tables and extensive land and stream salinization, which contributed to a decline in agriculture and reduction of human population (Elshafei et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}).

The infrastructure system, typically, follows a slow evolutionary path linked to innovation through the interplay between technology and society (Geels, [2005](#wrcr24091-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}; Pande et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"}). Technology includes infrastructure development to exploit water resources (e.g., irrigation) or improved water use efficiency in agriculture (Kandasamy et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}), or river training and construction of levees to protect cities from flooding (Di Baldassarre, Kooy, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). However, infrastructure develops in response to accumulated effects of human‐water interactions that occur at short time scales, for example, frequent flooding in urban communities can lead to raising or strengthening levees, likewise frequent water shortages in agricultural communities can lead to expanding water storage via reservoirs.

Depending on what time scales are considered, different feedbacks may become relevant (Blöschl & Sivapalan, [1995](#wrcr24091-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). If short time scales are considered, slow processes will not change much and so can be assumed as fixed boundary conditions, while this is no longer the case over a longer time frame. This notion was recognized as early as 1890 by economist Marshall ([1890](#wrcr24091-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}). He considered a market period (hours) where goods produced for sale on the market, for example, in a fish market prices are taken as given, but quickly adjust to clear markets; over longer periods industrial capacity is taken as given but outputs, employment, and inputs of raw materials fluctuate; at even longer periods the stock of capital goods, such as factories and machines, will fluctuate; when looking at even longer time frames, technology, population trends, habits, and customs are all likely to change.

### 3.1.2. Legacy Risks {#wrcr24091-sec-0013}

For long‐term processes related to hydrological, technical, or social parts of the system, a long‐term perspective becomes extremely relevant, particularly if it is difficult (or expensive) to reverse any decisions that are made. Some of the phenomena (Table [1](#wrcr24091-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}) make it difficult for actors to reverse decisions when lock‐in situations occur. Such lock‐in situations may be economically, politically, or culturally driven. For example, due to the safe‐development paradox, or levee effect, once people have moved into floodplains it may be politically and economically difficult to relocate them to safer ground. Due to the irrigation efficiency paradox or economic rebound effect, a lock‐in situation occurred in India, where smallholders pumped groundwater at no cost as a result of subsidized energy. This measure is difficult to reverse as it enhances the stability of the elected provincial government (Shah et al., [2012](#wrcr24091-bib-0207){ref-type="ref"}). The supply‐demand cycle may result in lock‐ins due to high investment costs and may make societies dependent on expensive infrastructure, such as reservoirs for drought management (Di Baldassarre, Wanders, et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Kuil et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}, [2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}), and eventually may result into a negative spiral toward peak water limits (Gleick & Palaniappan, [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}).

The importance of decisions over long time frames for these types of processes is reflected in the concept of *legacy risk*, which is the expected cost of decisions made today carried over a very long time frame. Traditionally, the concept of legacy risk originated in the domains of nuclear waste and mining as these are processes that may linger over very long time periods (Pepper et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0181){ref-type="ref"}; Russell, [2000](#wrcr24091-bib-0196){ref-type="ref"}). The concept, however, applies to a range of processes, including environmental management (Winiwarter et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0260){ref-type="ref"}). The idea is to put particular emphasis in today\'s planning on those decisions that may have enormous adverse effects for generations to come and will be difficult to reverse. The choice is a difficult one as *legacy risks the nation chooses not to bear cannot be separated from the opportunity costs (benefits given up elsewhere) it willingly incurs in reducing them*. Both risks and costs are *defined by inhabitants\' values and preferences (and thus culture) and are not restricted to narrow, objective measures* (Russell, [2000](#wrcr24091-bib-0196){ref-type="ref"}, p. 4). Over and above this, there is also the issue of equity in relation to intergenerational and intragenerational distribution of risks and costs of these developments, as well as equity between different sectors of society (Zwarteveen et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0271){ref-type="ref"}; Zwarteveen & Boelens, [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0272){ref-type="ref"}).

### 3.1.3. Spatial Processes and Space‐Scale Interactions {#wrcr24091-sec-0014}

Water‐related issues have a spatial component, which shapes trade‐offs, compromises, and negotiations between conflicting interests in different parts of the river basin (Loucks et al., [2005](#wrcr24091-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}). In the water system, the spatial component arises because of spatial linkages of the water cycle. These linkages occur at all spatial scales, from the hillslope (through later surface and subsurface flow) right to the continental scale (through routing of water in river systems), and even globally (through atmospheric water transport) (Pringle, [2003](#wrcr24091-bib-0184){ref-type="ref"}; Savio et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0202){ref-type="ref"}; Van der Ent et al., [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0241){ref-type="ref"}; Western et al., [1998](#wrcr24091-bib-0256){ref-type="ref"}). These spatial hydrological connectivities are relevant in terms of water quantity, such as upstream water uses that reduce downstream discharge; upstream flood retention that reduces downstream floods; water quality, that is, groundwater contamination affecting water quality further down the aquifer; and ecologically, such as in wetlands or at the river system scale.

These linkages also shape institutions, which interact at all spatial scales, from individuals to governments. Social stratification, power relationships, trust, cultural beliefs, and cognitive biases strongly influence the way in which different social groups can (or not) alter, perceive, and adapt to hydrological change. These heterogeneous elements also determine how water governance unfolds and, in turn, how water is managed at different scales (Pahl‐Wostl et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"}; Wei et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0253){ref-type="ref"}). As suggested by Zwarteveen et al. ([2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0271){ref-type="ref"}), water governance is inherently political and concerns decisions on where and to whom water flows to and the institutions, norms, and beliefs underlying these decision‐making processes (see also Wei et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0253){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, humans are *diverse, interpretive creatures who frequently disagree about values, means, and ends* (Castree et al., [2014](#wrcr24091-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}: p.765; Massuel et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}; Hulme, [2010](#wrcr24091-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}).

Most phenomena discussed in section [2](#wrcr24091-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"} can have a spatial component. For example, the pendulum swing manifested itself as a spatial process in the Kissimmee River basin in Florida (Chen et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Severe flooding in the rural part of the catchment in the 1950s led to river training, which, however, degraded the local wetlands. The community in the urban part of the catchment valued the environment more than flood mitigation (as the latter did not concern them directly) resulting in river being remeandered and the wetlands being restored. The *safe‐development paradox*, or *levee effect*, very often has a spatial component when the construction of polders upstream of the floodplains under risk is considered. The irrigation efficiency paradox or rebound effect often has a spatial component in transboundary river management when water use increases due to regional water transfers (Dell\'Angelo et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Müller et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"}).

Socio‐hydrological entities are interconnected in today\'s highly connected world. The space‐time linkages are not only within each scale but also across scales and can lead to emergence of diverse phenomena such as large‐scale droughts. Trade networks spread knowledge and can bring in sudden changes in land use policies such as rapid deforestation in the Amazon or even changes in how resources are governed. The understanding of dynamic patterns of interconnectedness through trade and the global hydrological cycle is therefore critical to the assessment of long‐term water resource availability at global and local scales. This demands an extension of systems with endogenous human agency to space and to space‐time. A natural extension is therefore to endogenize the boundary conditions themselves, for example, of trade or rainfall, just as sociohydrology has endogenized scenarios in the time domain, for example, of population growth, through bidirectional feedbacks. This requires us to understand additional processes that connect socio‐hydrological entities in space, with the goal of explaining why aggregated, macroscopic behavior emerges from heterogeneous components.

3.2. Evaluating the Implications of the SDGs: Integrating Quantitative and Qualitative Data {#wrcr24091-sec-0015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One scientific challenge in sociohydrology is integrating qualitative reporting and case studies to provide in‐depth, context specific, critical descriptions of human‐water interactions at different scales (Massuel et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}; Mostert, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}; Sexsmith & McMichael, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0206){ref-type="ref"}; Weststrate et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0257){ref-type="ref"}). This approach can contribute to widen the parameters used to examine the effectiveness of SDGs and ensure aspects related to human psychological, physical, and emotional well‐being are taken into consideration.

A second reason for integrating quantitative and qualitative data is to deepen the analysis of phenomena and processes that may enable or constrain the success of SDGs. This also entails critically examining the implementation of the water‐related SDGs by questioning the underlying political, ideological, and economic logics. Several authors have warned that no long‐term prosperity is possible without changes in the current economic system and that the new targets will not be effective if structural processes that perpetuate poverty are not addressed (Bello, [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Death & Gabay, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Langford, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}; Liverman, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}). This interpretation shared by the UN report of the high‐level panel of eminent persons on the post‐2015 development, co‐chaired by Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (at the time President of Indonesia), Ellen Johnson Sirleaf (at the time President of Liberia), and David Cameron (at the time Prime Minister of the United Kingdom), recognizes that it is *unrealistic to think we can help another one billion people to lift themselves out of poverty \[...\] without making structural changes in the world economy* and calls for new models (United Nations, UN, [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0238){ref-type="ref"}: p.5).

Vandemoortele ([2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0244){ref-type="ref"}, p. 13), one of the architects of the Millennium Development Goals, claimed that they *have been misappropriated to reaffirm the conventional view of development*. SDGs need to propose a new vision and a new understanding of sustainability, economic growth, and the environment, recognizing that *the global economy services society, which lies within Earth\'s life‐support system* (Griggs et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}: 305; see also Bello, [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). In other words, this requires a transformative change in the ways that economic development is conceived (sustainability) and financed (accountability and priority setting) and the benefits thereof are distributed (equity, Mawdsley, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}; Mawdsley, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}; Sexsmith & McMichael, [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0206){ref-type="ref"}). A productive engagement between sociohydrology and critical resource geography may produce relevant insights on the relation between financial flows, power, and hydrological flows in the implementation of the water‐related SDGs at different temporal and spatial scales, as well as on how the benefits and costs of these developments are distributed between societal groups and across spaces. In doing so, sociohydrology has the potential to contribute more effectively also to goals focusing on poverty (SDG 1) and equity (SDG 10).

These examinations, we argue, require both integrating qualitative approaches *alongside* quantitative analyses and *within* modeling exercises to better understand the current socio‐political, economic, and cultural contexts in different locations and how these contribute to co‐shape SDG outcomes. Given its theoretical paradigm, sociohydrology is well positioned to play a catalytic role in integrating qualitative and quantitative data, yet this endeavor entails major scientific challenges.

A first challenge in doing this is offered by different epistemologies, research strategies, and axiologies of qualitative and quantitative approaches (Mostert, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}; Romagny & Cudennec, [2006](#wrcr24091-bib-0189){ref-type="ref"}; Wesselink et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0255){ref-type="ref"}). To preserve the richness and epistemological perspective of qualitative approaches, Mostert ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}) suggests developing case studies on the multiple ways in which humans alter hydrology in specific contexts and carefully selecting cases for comparative analysis and, possibly, for generalization of some patterns (see, for instance, Robinson, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"}). In their study on drinking water quality in the city of Lilongwe, Rusca, Boakye‐Ansah, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"}; Rusca, Alda‐Vidal, et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0192){ref-type="ref"}) propose a case study design that accounts for both the complexity of the human dimension(s) and material and quantitative variables of the hydrological system. This approach allows retaining central themes of scholars in critical water studies and political ecology such as the role of ideology, power, class, gender, culture, and everyday practices in controlling and directing water flows in rural, urban, and regional landscapes and the uneven distribution of costs and benefits thereof (Alda‐Vidal et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Ekers & Loftus, [2008](#wrcr24091-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}; Swyngedouw, [1997](#wrcr24091-bib-0220){ref-type="ref"}; Tiwale et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0222){ref-type="ref"}; Truelove, [2011](#wrcr24091-bib-0228){ref-type="ref"}; Truelove, [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0229){ref-type="ref"}), and relating these to changes to the hydrological system.

A second specific challenge with integrating quantitative and qualitative data concerns how to capture aspects that are (i) heterogeneous (i.e., diverse for different social groups), (ii) typically described in a qualitative way, and (iii) rarely collected in a systematic fashion. For instance, by looking at the five variables of the loop diagram presented earlier in Figure [3](#wrcr24091-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, one can see that while some of these variables can be easily quantified and are often available as systematic time series (e.g., flooding, expressed as high water levels above a datum; Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"},Di Baldassarre, Kooy, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}), others are more qualitative and typically not systematically available over time (e.g., flood memory, expressed as the level of risk awareness in a community; Di Baldassarre, Viglione, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre, Kooy, et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}; Di Baldassarre et al., [2015](#wrcr24091-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, flood memory is heterogeneously accumulated in different individuals or social groups, and these various individuals or social groups have different capacities to influence the decision‐making process and to feed back on the hydrological system.

In socio‐hydrological modeling, the most common approach has been to turn qualitative information into quantitative using some proxies, such as flood insurance coverage as an analog of the level of flood risk awareness (Di Baldassarre et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}), or using social media coverage, newspaper articles, or Google trends (Roby et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"}; Wei et al., [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0253){ref-type="ref"}). Yet these short‐cut methods raise numerous concerns, such as limited representativeness and their unavoidable inability to describe the heterogeneity of human society. Thus, there remains a need to better integrate social and hydrological sciences as well as qualitative and quantitative information for the study of human‐water interactions.

3.3. Exploiting Socio‐Hydrologic Understanding to Enable Improved IWRM Practice {#wrcr24091-sec-0016}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The advances expected to be made in socio‐hydrologic understanding raises the question as to how these can help advance water management practice, notably IWRM, in the context of the UN SDGs. Sociohydrology can play a role in working toward societal water goals in two major ways. First, sociohydrology aims to provide scientific insights that can be used to inform IWRM. This is the detection and understanding of phenomena that exist in water resources management (see above; sections [2.1](#wrcr24091-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"} and [2.2](#wrcr24091-sec-0004){ref-type="sec"}). Both sociohydrology and IWRM aim to help achieve SDGs (Figure [5](#wrcr24091-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), particularly the water‐related targets highlighted in Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Second, sociohydrology is well‐suited to scientifically evaluate the consequences of IWRM implementation. For example, sociohydrology can integrate understanding from the policy evaluation community (e.g., causal inference) to assess whether or not water management or policy had the intended outcome. In this way, sociohydrology and IWRM should strive to inform one another and learn from each other in a *two way street* of information exchange (see Figure [5](#wrcr24091-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Conceptual framing of the relationships between sociohydrology, Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM), and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Both sociohydrology and IWRM strive to achieve the SDGs. It is imperative that sociohydrology and IWRM communicate with each other and learn from one another to this end.](WRCR-55-6327-g005){#wrcr24091-fig-0005}

As discussed in section [2.1](#wrcr24091-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"}, several emergent phenomena have been established through sociohydrology research. These phenomena have clear implications for IWRM. In Table [1](#wrcr24091-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}, we map how a better understanding of socio‐hydrological phenomena can provide useful insights to improve IWRM and help lead to desirable societal goals set forth by SDGs. For instance, through a better understanding of the rebound effect, we show that implementing drip irrigation alone will not lead to reduced water use, but, rather, may actually lead to increased water use. This means that IWRM should consider implementing counteracting measures, such as water basin use caps, along with irrigation efficiency technologies.

It is essential to evaluate whether an IWRM intervention actually leads to the desired outcome. For example, does installing improved sanitation in a local community actually lead to reductions in waterborne diseases and diarrheal outbreaks? Sociohydrology can lead the way in evaluating whether or not IWRM interventions have the desirable impacts. Sociohydrology can do this through the adoption of novel techniques from the policy evaluation and econometrics fields. In fact, this increased interaction between sociohydrology and economics was recently called for by Müller and Levy ([2019](#wrcr24091-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"}). The tools of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and causal inference using natural experiments in empirical information can be exploited to properly determine whether or not IWRM interventions are leading toward the desired societal goals or the SDGs.

When possible, RCTs should be used to determine the outcome of an intervention. For example, to address the question about improved sanitation implementation discussed above, it would be best to install improved sanitation facilities *randomly* in some locations and not install them in others and then assess the outcomes (Null et al., [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0171){ref-type="ref"}). The key is that the treatment (e.g., improved sanitation) must be randomly assigned in order to determine its causal impact on the societal outcome of interest (e.g., diarrhea). RCTs are the gold standard for assessing the impact of a treatment. For this reason, whenever possible, randomization of IWRM management techniques or interventions would be the preferred course of action.

Unfortunately, it will often not be feasible to perform an RCT to evaluate IWRM action. This is because they are expensive, time consuming, and may sometimes be unethical. For this reason, exploiting naturally occurring data (i.e., nonexperimental) that has some attributes that can help us to distinguish that causal impact of the treatment on the outcome of interest is critical. This is the aim of causal inference in econometrics. Causal inference has recently been applied to understand how human interventions impact water resources, such as for crop insurance (Deryugina & Konar, [2017](#wrcr24091-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) and international trade (Dang & Konar, [2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Going forward, it will be of continued importance for sociohydrology to employ causal inference tools to assess the performance of IWRM in helping us meet the SDGs.

3.4. Addressing a Societal Grand Challenge: Managing Trade‐Offs Between SDGs and Overcoming Legacy Risks {#wrcr24091-sec-0017}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The water crises that humanity faces are increasingly multifaceted, complex, and intertwined. This is clearly reflected in the fact that many of the United Nations SDGs may affect or are affected by the quantity and quality of water resources (Figure [2](#wrcr24091-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Linear and short‐term approaches to fix one problem in isolation often trigger new problems. Failure to anticipate and comprehensively address emergent water‐related risks of floods, droughts, and water‐quality degradation holistically and inclusively can cause economic decline and can lead some communities into a poverty trap, an emergent phenomenon highlighted by Borgeomo et al. ([2018](#wrcr24091-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) based on work in Bangladesh. This shows how, at a broader level, water management is intimately tied to SDG 1, which aims at eradicating poverty.

Managing water‐related issues comprehensively and holistically thus requires nontrivial decisions about what to prioritize (e.g., drinking vs sanitation vs food), who pays to address these issues and how much, how the benefits and the costs of these measures are distributed (rich vs poor, upstream vs downstream, and urban vs rural), and how to balance benefits and costs (economic vs environmental vs social). It is essential to fully integrate water resources management across the entire socio‐hydrological cycle; different water users including engineering, economic, social, ecological, and legal aspects; and spatial scales, including, for example, upstream/downstream perspectives. While technical measures can work in the short term, the absent (or limited) involvement of society‐at‐large (i.e., the beneficiaries) often leads to adverse consequences such as resistance to (or nonacceptance of) introduced policies. Recognizing the nonlinear nature of human‐water systems and pursuing broader and long‐term perspectives are key steps to craft more robust decisions (Haasnoot et al., [2013](#wrcr24091-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}) and tackle the current and future water challenges in a more sustainable way.

Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} illustrates, in a simple and schematized way, the variation over time of the performance in addressing societal challenges. It can be seen, for example, as a composite value of various indicators for the achievement of the SDGs. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only two of them (i) the real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita (SDG8, Indicator for target 1.1); and the extent of wetlands over time (SDG 6, Indicator for target 6.6). In Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a, we see that Path 1 gets closer than Path 2 to the composite target by 2030, which is the year in which SDGs are expected to be achieved. A short‐term approach would therefore favor policies associated with Path 1. However, Path 2 is more sustainable, and it is more effective than Path 1 in the longer term (Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a). Figures [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b and [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}c decompose these two paths and exemplify how short‐term perspectives can become unsustainable in the long term. Path 1 relies on fast economic growth but with unsustainable environmental costs, that is, degradation of wetlands and aquifer depletion. In the long term, not only does this narrow approach prevent further growth but it also leads to increasing poverty (Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b). Path 2, instead, is promoting economic growth but without compromising the environment, depleting water resources, and compromising future generations. In the long term, this broader approach results more sustainable (Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}c).

![Addressing a societal grand challenge, for example, performance in achieving the SDGs. Conceptual drawings illustrating: (a) short‐term (Path 1) versus long‐term (Path 2) perspective. Path 1 gets closer than Path 2 to the composite target by 2030, which is the year in which SDGs are expected to be achieved, but Path 2 is more sustainable and more effective than Path 1 in the longer term. (b and c) Decompositions of Path 1 (short‐term) and Path 2 (long‐term) exemplifying how short‐term perspectives can become unsustainable in the long term. Path 1 relies on fast economic growth but with unsustainable environmental costs, that is, degradation of wetlands and aquifer depletion. (d and e) Possibility space and decision trees for Path 1 (constrained) Path 2 (unconstrained). These two panels show that water policies and management decisions are typically updated over time (dots in the diagrams). The possibility space of Path 1 becomes constrained (Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}d) once that water resources are depleted, as environmental degradation and economic decline are essentially irreversible. The possibility space of Path 2 remains unconstrained (Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}e), that is, policy and decision makers can keep influencing the trajectory over time and therefore adjust and adapt to, for example, climatic and socio‐economic changes.](WRCR-55-6327-g006){#wrcr24091-fig-0006}

Indeed, all of the socio‐hydrological phenomena discussed previously in section [2](#wrcr24091-sec-0002){ref-type="sec"} can be seen as a *legacy*: the result of a coevolution between hydrological, technical, and social systems, which influence or constrain today\'s decision. As the past was a legacy to the present, the present is a legacy for the future. This implies that water policies and management decisions have a *legacy risk*. Short‐term fixes based on linear thinking can have negative repercussion in the long term, which might be difficult, if not impossible, to reverse, that is, a lock‐in condition. To cope with legacy risks, we need to look at future trajectories and exclude decisions that cannot be reversed, that is, not to constraining the future possibility space. Thus, understanding how the interactions and feedbacks between social, technical, and hydrological processes generate legacy in water management is crucial to reducing legacy risk. Figures [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}d and [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}e illustrate these concepts. Path 1 and Path 2 are represented using decision trees in the possibility space. This illustration reflects the fact that water policies and management decisions are typically updated over time. In the example of Figure [6](#wrcr24091-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}d, the possibility space of Path 1 becomes constrained once that water resources are depleted, as environmental degradation and economic decline are essentially irreversible. Instead, the possibility space of Path 2 remains nonconstrained. Policy and decision makers can keep influencing the trajectory over time and therefore adjust and adapt to, for example, climatic and socio‐economic changes.

The concept of legacy risk ties in well with the precautionary principle. In its strongest formulation, the precautionary principle calls for absolute proof of safety before allowing new technologies to be adopted (Foster et al., [2000](#wrcr24091-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). It is an important component of much of the environmental legislation in the western world. The reasoning is similar to that of legacy risk, that is, to err on the side of least consequences. In fact, the concept of legacy risk can be interpreted as a dynamic version of the precautionary principle. When in doubt, the decisions we make must try to avoid those development paths that potentially have irreversible effects resulting from the types of phenomena discussed in this paper. The generalized understanding of phenomena that may lead to lock‐in situations, be they economically, politically, culturally, or environmentally driven, will provide guidance as to what extent the principle should be weighed against quantitative evidence, cost‐benefit analyses, and discretionary judgment. Work on time‐space scale interactions, the opportunities of using both qualitative and quantitative information, and setting up a more integrated interdisciplinary collaboration process will help in making progress in understanding generalizable phenomena. The levee effect, supply‐demand cycles, and the irrigation efficiency paradox are all reflections of coupled human‐water processes that may or may not constrain future decision making.

4. Conclusions {#wrcr24091-sec-0018}
==============

In this paper, we examined the role of sociohydrology in addressing the societal grand challenges posed by the SDGs. We argued that sociohydrology is an appropriate analytical framework to conceptualize and evaluate the water implications of the SDGs. First, sociohydrology can act as an interface between the SDGs and IWRM principles. In conceptualizing water challenges, sociohydrology considers socio‐cultural and socio‐political dimensions as well as short‐term and long‐term impacts of water governance processes. As such, it provides both actionable and generalizable insights on short‐ and long‐term impacts of the strategies adopted to meet the SDGs targets. Second, sociohydrology has focused on the explanation of a wide range of phenomena that may enable or constrain the success of water‐related SDGs. There is considerable scope for applying these insights to strategies developed by different countries to meet the SDGs. Last, in the coming years sociohydrology will critically examine the implementation of the water‐related SDGs to monitor their short‐ and long‐term sustainability. Concurrently, the paper identified a series of research directions to further sociohydrology and enhance its contribution to the SDGs. We propose a research agenda that widens the range of phenomena---including water pollution and health‐related challenges, the water‐food‐energy nexus, and transboundary water governance---and explores and tests innovative methodologies to trace water‐society interactions at different temporal and spatial scales.

To achieve the United Nations SDGs, there is a need to (i) capture the complex, multifaceted nature of human‐water systems and (ii) explore long‐term dynamics associated with alternative policies. These two aspects have been the very essence of socio‐hydrological research over the past 6 years. However, it is no longer adequate to investigate, *after the fact*, the causes of water crises in different contexts and frame them theoretically as the unintended consequences of water resources management or governance. Increasingly, sociohydrology must aspire to assist communities involved in IWRM to frame water‐related issues in broader terms and develop models capable of generating likely alternative futures under various policy options (Bai et al., [2016](#wrcr24091-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). This will empower communities, and in particular the IWRM community, to make more informed decisions for sustainable development and management of water resources. This requires a broadening of the theoretical foundations and methodological diversity of sociohydrology, going beyond individual phenomena, and toward mapping out the safe operating space for humanity to manage their water resources sustainably. By being open to face up to these scientific challenges, sociohydrology is well placed to help communities to meet the SDGs, the societal grand challenge of our time.
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